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Abstract

This paper discusses one of the major topics in psycholinguistics,
language acquisition. It describes how children learn and acquire their
first language, as well as the factors affecting the acquisition. Parentese
and baby talk, among many other factors, are unique in their nature and
characteristics. There are some benefits ofusing parentese in relation to
language learning: children develop more vocabulary, understand
abstract concepts easier, learn grammar naturally, and understand
conversation routines.
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A. Introduction

Language liesinthecentralprocessingsystemofhumanbeings. It isa very
crucial thing they need to survive.Without language, whether spoken or written, a
communication might fail. In communication, language is carried out through two
basic activities: speaking and listening. In speaking, people put ideas into words
andtalkaboutperceptions, feelings, andintentionstheywantotherpeopletograsp.
In listening, they turn words into ideas, try to reconstruct the perceptions, feelings,
and intentions to grasp. The process ofhow people use language is studied imder
the field ofpsycholinguistics.

As shown in the name, the termpsycholinguistics involves two studies, i.e.
psychology and linguistics. Therefore, in it people studyhow the psychological
condition can affect the production and comprehension of a certain language.
There are three major topics discussed in psycholinguistics; speech production,
speech comprehension, and. language acquisition. The first concerns widi how
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human can produce speech how to articulate sounds and produce utterance. The
second concerns with how human can perceive and comprehend utterances
addressed to them, as well as how the language is processed in the brain. Hie last
one concerns with how children acquire and communicateusing language.

Each topic in psycholinguistics is interesting to be discussed. However, in
this paper, the last topic language acquisition is the one that is being the main
discussion. Sometimes, die term acquisition is used only for first language
acquisition, while the term learning is preferable than acquisition for second
language, i.e. second language learning. This paper focuses only on how children
learn their first language, the nature and characteristics ofparentese and baby talk,
and the importance ofparentese in children's first language acquisition.

B. AboutFirstLanguageAcquisition

1. How Children Learn Language

Most people believe that language is learned by imitation. Children leam
language fiom their language experiences. They copy and repeat aloud words that
they hear. Through imitation, children leam how to pronounce soimds and words
and they seem to enjoy imitating the sounds that they hear (Steinberg et al, 2001:
41). However, there is an obvious limitation: imitation can apply only to speech
production and not to speech comprehension. Since speech comprehension
precedes speech production, imitation cannotbe involved in the primary process of
language leaming, comprehension. Another more obvious limitation is that
imitation is not involved in the constmction ofsentences. Abstract mies cannot be

imitated for the simple reason thatrules do notexist in the physicalworld.

Clark and Clark (1977:296) state that when using a language, children are
faced with two general problems. First, they have to figure out how to map their
ideas and general knowledge into propositions that they can then express as single
words or groups of words. Second, they have to find out how to communicate
speech acts and thematic information along with the prepositional content oftheir
utterances.

Once children have started to map ideas onto propositions, they can start
working out rules for combining words into sentences. They have to focus on the
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Structureofthe language they are acquiring. At the same time, they have to work on
finding out the rules for carrying on conversations. Here, they must focus on the
function of language in order to figure out the cooperative principles and all that
goes along with it.They have to work at mastering the sound system too. They have
to work out which sounds are used in their language and come to recognize them
when they are pronounced by others. In short, children acquire their first language
first in phonology,then in lexicon and syntactic structure, and later on in semantic
meanings.

2. TheDevelopmentofSpeech Comprehension and Production

Even long before children have the ability to speak a language, they
already have the ability to comprehend utterances addressed to them. Concerning
with how they produce speech, there are some stages of language acquisition that
young children experience (Steinberg et al, 2001:6-7):

a. Babbling
Babbling is the period when children start to produce sounds. The sounds
are produced in the first few months after birth and include sounds that do
and do not occur in the language ofthe people around them.

b. Holophrastic stage
It is the stage when children start to use one-word utterance. The term
holophrastic is composed of holo that indicates whole and phras which
indicatesphrase or sentence. In this period, children do not only use single
words to refer to objects; they also use single words to express complex
thoughts which involve those objects. They will use a single word to
express the thought for which adults will use a whole sentence. For
instance, when a child cries Mommy!y this can have several meanings, such
as that he wants his mother to come to him, or that he wants his mother to do
something for him. At this stage, children have been shown to understand
differences in word order even though they can't produce sentences with
different word orders.

c. Telegraphic speech: two- and three-word utterances
Children begin this stage at around 2 years ofage. They begin to produce
sentences oftwo words with clear syntactic and semantic relations. As they
grow more mature, more complex utterances appear although still many
grammatical morphemes areomitted. Afterthisstage,thereisanexplosion
in children's capacity to form sentences and developmental patterns are
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more difficult to describe. The possible purposes of the utterances are
indicated, as aresomeofthesemanticrelationsinvolved.

3. Further Development

Kopp and Krakow (1982) in The Child Development in a Social Context
gives abriefdescription ofthe stages ofchildren's growth. They state that children
at the age of 2 start to playwith peers, feel empathy, pride, and embarrassment.
They startto enjoy games thatentertain them. As fortheircognitive development,
they can represent ideas with symbols, recall the past, and understand the future.
They begin toconcentrate doing something they areinterested in.They sometimes
watch television eventhough they do notknow whatactually being shown is.The
language, cogriitive, and social development change astheage changes.

Further, Kopp and Krakow (1982:285) state thatlanguage is composed of
units that are nested into each other and combined in certain ways; The largest of
theseunits, labeledas connected discourse, containsa series ofutterancesthat are
related to each other and areproduced in a conversation. Conrad in Walton, et al
(1972: 274) states thatbefore the age of five children donotuse covert speech to
memorize, reason, or plan. Instead, they seem to use speech in socially
communicative ways to respond impulsively to specific situations, including the
naming ofobjects tootherpeople. Itmeans that children under five do notconsider
whatismeantbywords andhowtoapply themcorrectly. Theyenjoy thesounds or
theway theycanproducethe words.

Children everywhere learn to speak at about the same age and make
progress atarate that isroughly much the same. The way children talk would give
thehearer a small description aboutwhotheyare. Therearetwoimportant terms in
children's language development egocentric and sociocentric modes of speech.
Egocentrism refers to the children's isolation within themselves theysometimes
talkwithout knowing to whom they speakor whether theyare being listened to.
Theegocentric speech maybe expressed through repetition or talking forthesake
oftalking, monologue ortalking tooneselfasthinking aloud, andcollective ordual
monologue.

This is in contrast with socialized speech in which the speaker addresses
the listener, considers his point of view, at least to some degrees, and tries to
communicate withhim. It is onlyat about the ageofseven or eight that true social
maturity appears simultaneouslywiththedisappearance ofegocentric speech.
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4. Factors Affecting First Language Acquisition

Nature and nurture are said to be very important factors in the process of
acquiring first language. The concept ofnature was proposed by Chomsky in his
Universal Grammar, that children all over the world are bom with a hard-wired
language acquisition device (LAD) in their brains. The LAD enables human
infants to have innate ability for language,without which they would be incapable
oflearning such complete speech patterns in a natural human environment.

The concept of nurture refers to the way in which children are treated as
they are growing, as compared with the characteristics they are bom with. In this
concept, it is believed that children development is partly because ofthe treatment
from the people surrounding them. The way parents and others treat a child will
determine the development level, including the language of the child. First
language is picked up at home in the most natural situations. Its learning takes
place along with other aspects ofbiological growth such as walking and govemed
by theprinciplesofproximity,usefulness, concreteness,particularity,and interest.

Besides nature and nurture, there are some minor factors influencing the
successoffirst languageacquisition.They areproposed by Mukalel in Psychology
ofLanguageLearning(2003:13) as in the following:

a. The physical environment
The materials surrounding a child have a lot to do with what and how he
picks up a language. Children get involved in the materials surrounding
them much more than adults. Therefore, trees, cats, dogs, etc have a lot to
do with theway children learn their first language.

b. The social environment

A child growing up with parents and an orphan one will make a world of
difference in language learning. A mother who goes out daily to work and
the one who is always by her child will bring different influence toward the
child's language learning. The mother, family, and neighborhood are
importantsocialelements for the natural languagegrowth ofa child.

c. The physical and economic resources

Economicresources influence a child's contactwith things and events and
possibly limit the range of the child's overall experience. They also
determine to a great extent the feasibility of the parents to care for the
language development ofthe child.
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d. Motivation

There are several internal and external needs which compel children to
learntheir first language. Amongthe internalneeds are the need for food,

. warmth,and shelter. There are also emotionalneeds to fulfill, suchas the
need for constant love, care, and affection. These needs cannot be met
unless the child masters some kind of liaison devices with the world
outside.The first language is themost essentialof suchdevices. The need
of social interaction requires masteryover a languagefor interaction with
the members of the society. There is the need for self-expression and
creative behavior that can be met by language.

Looking closely at all the factors influencing fu-st language acquisition,
parentese and baby talk are possible ways to help children acquiring their first
language. Theyboth involve theparticipation of people surrounding a child that
make the child exposed to a certain language.

C. Parentese and Baby Talk

Ofcourse, when talking to children, adults use different style of language
fromwhen they are talkingto other adults. Clark and Clark (1977: 322) state that
adults talk to young children mainly about 'here and now'. They make running
commentaries on what children do or for anticipating their actions. Adults talk
about objects that childrenare interestedin. They name, describe the properties,
and talk about the relationbetweenobjects.There are two terms used to refer to the
language usedby adultswhentheyare talkingto children parenteseormotherese
and baby talk.

The adults involved in both parenteseand baby talk might be the children's
parentsor otherswho are in the children's environment. The termparentese refers
to the sortofspeech that childrenreceivewhen they arevery young (Steinberget al,
2001: 37). It is often referred to as motherese, caregiver speech, adult-to-child
language, andchild-directedspeeth. Allofthesetermstake into consideration the
fact that the child receives input from many sources mother, father, siblings,
relatives, fiiends, etc andthatsuchinputhasspecial linguistic characteristics.
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On the other hand, the term baby talk .whichsome experts say is the same
as parentese is used for referring to a form ofparentese that involves the use of
vocabulary andsyntaxthatis overlysimplified andreduced(Steinberg et al, 2001:
39). Some characteristics of both parentese and baby talk are discussed in the
following part. -

1. The Characteristics ofParentese and Baby Talk

Elliot in her book Child Language (1981: 150) states that the term
'motherese' is the same as "baby talk' used by Snow and Fergusonin Psychology
and Language by Clark and Clark. It displays special modifications of the adult
model, particularly at the levels ofsyntactic, and discourse features.

When adults talk to children, they tend to use simpler language than when
they talk to other adults. It is adults who have to adapt themselves to children's
language style. The modifications of the language used by adults to children as
stated by Elliot (1981:151) are discussed in the following,

a. SyntacticFeatures

Conceming with the syntactic features, there are some characteristics that
parentesehas:
1) ShorterMLU(MeanLength ofUtterance)

MLU (Mean Length of Utterance) is a measure of linguistic
productivity in children. It is traditionally calculatedby collecting 100
utterances spokenby a child and dividing thenumber ofmorphemesby
the number of utterances. A higher MLU indicates higher level of
language proficiency. The MLU of adult utterances is 7. Therefore,
when talking to children, adults' utterances have fewer MLU.

2) FewerVerb Forms and Modifiers

Adultsalsominimizedusingverbformsandmodifiers whentalkingto
young children. In English, the present verb form is more preferable
than the past one.

3) Fewer SubordinateClausesper Utterance ,
Adultsuse simplerutteranceswhen talking to children. They usually
use only one clause in each utterance and avoid using complex
utterances to children.
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4) MoreVerblessSentences.

A verbless sentence is a sentence that is grammatically incorrect, since
it hasnopredicate(noverb).However, it canbe analyzedas consisting
ofgrammaticalunits functioningas subject,object etc. Some examples
of verbless sentences are questions, commands, and elliptical
responses.

5) More Content Words, FewerFunction Words

Content words or open class words are easier to be understood by
children since they have clear referents. Words that are considered as
content words are nouns, adjectives, verbs, numerals, and
inteqections.

b. Discourse Features

The discourse features found in the utterances ofadults to children

are:

1) More Interrogatives and Imperatives
Interrogative and imperative are used more often than other kinds of
sentence when adults talk to children. The reason is very obvious: the
interrogative is used for encouraging children to give response and the
imperative is used for giving commands or request. Therefore,
utterances such as Do you want some cookies? or Come here. Mommy
havesomethingforyou. are common for children.

2) More Fluent and Intelligible Speech

Adults' speech to children are usually fluent and intelligible. Fluent
means speaking in a smooth and easily way^ Being intelligible means
using the simplest language, which is usually indicated by the use of
simple words and simple sentence structure. As stated by Clark and
Clark (1977:326), an adult's utterance to other adults usually consist of
more than 10 words. Thus, when talking to children, adults use less
than 10 words in an utterance.

3) More Repetitions
Using many repetitions is one ofthe characteristics ofadults'utterance
to children.By using more repetitions,childrenwill get the meaning of
the utterance easier. The repetition might be done completely or
partially. Complete repetition refers to the repetition of the whole
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Utterance, suchas 'mMommy is coming! Mommy is coming! Whenthe
repetition isdonepartially, onlypartsoftheutterance thatarerepeated,
suchas 'mMommy ...Mommyis coming!

Besides Elliot, Clark and Clark also state some characteristics of adults*
utterances to children. They are:
a. Almost 100% oftheutterances addressed tochildren aged two arefollowed by

a pause. The number is decreasing along with the increase of the age of the
children.

b. Once children begin to see one and two-word utterances, adults begin to
provide both implicit and explicit information about conversational turns. For
example, theymayprovide modeldialogues inwhich thesamespeakerasksa
question and then supplies an answer to it,

c. Adults seldom correct what children have to say. When they do it, they only
seem to do it to make sure that the child's contribution is true. The correction is
made explicitly or implicitly.

d. Adults use very short sentences when talking to young children. Since the
sentencesareshort,thewordsusedarealsosimple.

e. Adults repeat themselves when giving instruction. The repetitions are more
frequent the younger the age of the child is. The repetitions allow children
moretimeto interpretadults'utterancesbecausetheydonot haveto remember
the whole utterames.

Clark and Clark (1977: 320-321) further state thatthere are three things
that in.luence the way adults talk to children. First, they have to make sure that
childrenunderstandan utterancebeing addressedto them, andnot to someone else.
To do this, theycanuse thechild's name, a special toneofvoice, or get the child's
attention by touching them.

Second, oncetheyhavethe child's attention, theyhaveto choose the right
words andutterances tomake thechildunderstand what isbeing said. Forexample,
adults will not discuss something abstract but something that the child is doing,
looking at, or playing with at the moment of the speech. Third, theyshallmake
utterances that are easyto be understood. Usually, short sentences arepreferable
with slow pace ofspeaking.
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2. The Reasons ofUsing Parentese

Although theyarestillyoungin age,children areintelligent learners. They
learn things faster than adults. However, since children arestillegocentric, adults
heedtomodify theirlanguage togetclosertothem. Therearesome reasons behind
the modifications of the language. All of them aim at stimulating children's
learningprocess inproducing andcomprehending language.

a. Giving general problem-solving advice
By their speech, adults give children a hint or a method rather than a
solution. However, sometimes they also give direct instruction to get
children involved in an activity.

b. Giving a manageable task
Sometasksare toocomplexfor children. Thus,adultsmaybreak the tasks
into smaller ones that are still challenging^ but children can handle. They
divide the tasks into several stages.

c. Giving advice in the form ofquestions
By using questions more than commands, adults challenge children to
think and elaborate the answer as well.

D. Parentese: Its Benefit in Language Learning

The most important factor leading to the success of leaming a certain
language, whether thefirst themothertongue or thesecond language, islanguage
exposure. Whenever children are exposed more to a certain language, their
leaming willresultbetterthantheywho arenot exposed directly to the language.
The languageexposures thatyoungchildrenreceiveare mainlyfromtheirparents
and people in the surrounding. Thus, the way thesepeoplecommunicate with the
children is significantenoughfor the development ofthe children'slanguage.

Investigating the process of how children learn language and also the
characteristics of parentese and baby talk, there are some benefits that can be
unveiled regarding the use of parentese or baby talk in relation to language
leaming. The benefitsare thatyoung children:

1. Develop more vocabulary
The speech that parents and others used in talking to children is usually
around the concept of here .and now about what is happening in the
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immediate environment and not about remote objects and events. The
vocabulary used is simple and short. For example, consonant plus vowel
word patternssuch as mama are preferablethan the more complexsound
patterns such as mother.!Xh.\s will provide children easy pronunciation of
words that they will enjoy to pronounce.

The words parents use in speaking to young children anticipate the nature
of the child's world (Brown in Clark and Clark, 1977: 323). Adults select
their words that seem to have the most immediate relevance to what their

children might want to talk about. The principle of immediacy is really
held tightly when adults are talking to children. Besides the ease in
pronunciation, introducing words this way enables children to relate the
words with their referents. Thus, children will develop more vocabulary
easily even though theirpronunciations are notyet perfectly developed.

2. Understand abstract concepts easier

Although there are more concrete words learned in comparison to the
abstract ones, children are sometimes presented with abstract concepts.
When parents or others surrounding the children introduce abstract
concepts, they usually do this with exaggerated intonation, pitch, and
stress.

Parents tend to use higher pitch, slower speech, with more and clearer
pauses between utterances, and they placed more distinctive stress on
words that are considered important. They also frequently repeat or
rephrase what they or their children say. For example, when introducing
the concept hungry, which is a quite abstract, parent can use higher pitch
and stress on words associated with it such as stomach and eat. They can
also use gestures to accompany them. By this way, childrenwill have better
understandingon the concepts introduced,including the abstractones.

3. Leam grammar naturally

Besides the advantages conceming with vocabulary, using parentese and
baby talk help childrenwith grammar. Generally, the speech to children is
short and simplified. Although it is simplified, it is highly grammatical.
Ungrammaticalutterances are found to occur butrarely.
"This grammatical consistency is usefiil to children who are searchingto
discover the structureswhich underlieutterances. They do this naturallyof
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course, since parentese andbabytalkareconducted innaturalsettings the
childrenwill find itunconsciouslywithoutbeing taught officially.

4. Understand conversation routines

From veryearlyon,adults encourage children totaketheirturns asspeaker
and listener in conversation. Even when they talk to very small infants,
they thrust conversational turns upon diem. Whatever die children do is
treated as a conversational turn, even though the adults carry most of the
conversation. Once children begin to use one- and two-word utterances,
adults begin to provide both implicit and explicit information about
conversational turns.

Oneofthe characteristicsofparentese is that the utterancesused are mostly
in the form of interrogatives and imperatives. Adults use them hoping that their
children will give responses to those speech acts. As a result,,the children are
accustomed torespond tothesesituations. Theywillunderstand whento taketheir
turns in conversation without being aware that they have learned this from a very
young age.

£. Conclusion

Childrenlearn languagefrom their languageexperiences.These exposures
to language are fromtheirparentsandotherssurrounding them.When speaking to
their children, adults modify their language so that children will imderstand it
easier.This modificationin language, which is the unique characteristic oftalking
to young children,is referredto asparentese andbabytalk.

Parentese and baby talk are beneficial in language learning process. The
benefits are that young children can developmore vocabulary,understand abstract
concepts easier, learngrammarnaturally, andunderstand conversationroutines. In
short, although parentese and baby talk are not the only factors leading to the
success oflanguage learning, they are ofgreat contribution toward it.
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